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Abstract
The digital Radon transform (DRT) can be adapted to reconstruct images from analog
projection data. This new technique is a variation of the conventional back-projection method.
It requires no pre-filtering of the projection data, straightforward 1D linear interpolation and
some simple sorting of projection samples. The DRT enables the use of a form of block-data
copy for the reconstruction, which is fast in comparison to the usual methods of back-projec-
tion. To obtain reconstructed images of high quality, further intrinsic interpolation is required;
the reconstructed image size has to be several times larger than the number of projection
samples. We describe an algorithm to convert analog projection data into a form suitable to
apply the DRT. We compare the performance of the “standard” DRT and a hybrid version of
the DRT to some conventional reconstruction algorithms. © 2001 Elsevier Science Inc. All
rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Reconstruction of 2D images from projections is a mature field [1] with many
medical and, increasingly, industrial applications [2]. Analog projection data,
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typically obtained by measuring the profile of X-rays transmitted through an object,
are used to reconstruct a digital image of the internal details of the object. The projec-
tion data form a Radon transform of the object. To obtain an image of the object, the
inverse Radon transform of the projections needs to be computed. Fourier inversion,
filtered back-projection and iterative algebraic reconstruction are the standard tools
to reconstruct images from projections.
These reconstruction techniques are typically modelled in the domain of the contin-
uous 2D plane in which projections can be taken. The need to impose the reconstructed
solution as an image on a 2D discrete grid of pixels is usually accommodated at a late
stage of the detailed implementation for each algorithm. In some approaches, discrete
sampling issues (in real or Fourier space) do constrain the data acquisition process and
reconstruction [3] and may influence the experimental design [4] of CT scanners.
Beylkin [5] presented a discrete Radon transform to map between a discrete, rect-
angular set of sampled image points and a discrete set of digital projections. The
algebraic mapping for this transformation can be calculated exactly, because no in-
terpolation of the data is required. Beylkin extended this transform to include pro-
jections taken along curved trajectories, and to accommodate refraction effects in
seismographic applications. The discrete Radon mapping approach used here is an
extension of Beylkin’s work. In related work, the implications of discrete sampling
on lattices were considered in [6,12], whilst algorithms for the efficient computation
of digital projection data were presented in [7].
When the number of image rows and columns is chosen to be a prime number,
exact, arithmetic (rather than Beylkin’s algebraic) projection and reconstruction of
the digital data becomes possible. The “digital Radon transform” (DRT) defines a set
of digital projections that exactly represents discrete spatial image data and provides
an efficient means to transform between these two representations.
Digital projections based on the discrete Radon transform for prime sized arrays
were applied in a recent work by Salzberg and co-workers [8] for tomographic recon-
struction of 2D and 3D crystallographic structures. The present work closely follows
the digital reconstruction method presented in [8] and links, in the same manner, the
direction and translation of the digital projections to conventional parallel beam an-
alog projections. There an iterative algorithm was used to reconstruct binary images
from their digital projections. Here an algorithm is presented that re-maps the analog
projections into their digital form and then uses the direct digital inversion method
to reconstruct greyscale images.
The present work uses the DRT formalism presented by Matus and Flusser [9].
These authors developed a group theoretic and Fourier based approach to the DRT.
They proposed that the DRT could be applied to compress image data. Some digital
projections may contain little new image information (characterised, for example, by
these digital projections having a relatively low variance) and so could be discarded.
Alternatively, the complete set of 1D digital Radon projections, being an integration
of the data, could be compressed more effectively than the original 2D digital image,
using standard (lossless) compression techniques.
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This paper applies the DRT to the problem of inverting real analog projection
data. The initial attraction to apply the DRT was the extremely compact form of the
inversion algorithm outlined in [9]. This compactness arises from the uniform size
and direction of translation for rays in the image space that apply to each digital
projection. The overhead for data access is reduced when computing the DRT be-
cause spatially adjacent back-projection elements are always immediate neighbours
in the projection data. The pre-processing steps required to convert real experimental
projection data into a form suitable to use the DRT inversion turn out to be very
simple, needing at worst 1D interpolation and some straightforward sorting of the 1D
projection arrays. The DRT method also avoids the requirement in back-projection
to choose and apply some form of standard pre-processing convolution filter.
Conventional back-projection usually requires that the projective views be taken
from all over the object space, frequently in uniform angle steps. With object shape
dependent considerations held aside, it is not clear that equal angle samples are opti-
mal in terms of satisfying the minimal requirements for digital image reconstruction.
A digital grid does not support information at all angles equally well [10,11] and the
DRT formalism would seem to provide support for this contention.
1.1. Overview
In Section 2, the basic ideas of the DRT and its inverse are reviewed. The cyclic
structure of prime length digital projections is then examined to establish the con-
nection between digital and analog projections. Section 3 outlines the DRT inversion
algorithm and compares the computational complexity for the DRT to that of the
standard back-projection method. A hybrid form of this digital approach and the
standard analog back-projection reconstruction method is also presented. Section 4
presents in more detail the processing required to massage real projection data into
a form suitable for digital inversion. The effective point spread function of the DRT
reconstruction is discussed in relation to the type of observed artefacts typical of
this method. Section 5 shows that the quality of DRT images improves when large
format images are reconstructed. Reconstructing sub-sampled versions of these large
format images helps to regain some processing speed, but does not remove the need
to process a large number of ray angles. Conclusions and closing comment follow
the presentation of some results for real image reconstructions in Section 6.
2. A review of the digital Radon transform
2.1. Continuous space
In continuous space, the Radon transform takes line integrals through an object
at various angles. For real objects, a variable, usually proportional to some measure
of density, is summed along a sequence of rays to form a projection. We consider
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here parallel ray sums, but the same considerations apply to the various forms of
experimental fan-beam geometry (which are effectively re-binned as parallel rays
during reconstruction). The width of the ray sample, the spacing of the rays and the
selected ray angles are inter-related experimental variables which must be chosen
in a way that satisfies the sampling theorem, in order to reconstruct the data with a
minimal level of artefacts.
In back-projection, the inversion process reconstructs a discrete image, point
by point, by smearing each projection back across the image at the appropriate
angle. To compensate for the cumulative (integrating) effect of smearing over all
ray directions, the projection data are pre-filtered (differentiated) using a Ram-Lak,
Shepp-Logan or other filter. Differences in reconstructed images arise from choos-
ing exactly how to distribute the strength of the projection data samples between
neighbouring pixels on a discrete grid, as well as from the choice made between the
various standard pre-filters, on the basis of their noise suppression attributes.
Reconstruction methods using filtered backprojection or Fourier inversion must
deal with the need to interpolate between sampled values in 1D slices and pixel
locations on the 2D lattice. This interpolation may result in an inconsistency be-
tween the forward and inverse transforms. For iterative backprojection algorithms,
this inconsistency may become significant in generating artefacts and may affect the
algorithm convergence, especially for data structures with stepped density variations.
Another important consideration in reconstructing images is the stability of the
result obtained under small perturbations of the input sample projection values (con-
ditioning). The variation in the final image because of fluctuation in one projection
sample is generally suppressed, because this projection adds independently, as one
of many, to form the final result. The effect of such a single fluctuation is, however,
distributed broadly across the reconstructed image plane. For the discrete Radon
transform, the spatial pattern in the image plane that corresponds to each single
digital projection sample is fixed, so the stability of the result for a given fluctuation
can be determined exactly by its variance with respect to the variance of the other
projections.
2.2. Discrete space
Summation along “rays” in a digital image involves simple addition of whole
pixel values. Reconstruction requires that these sums be undone, with the correct
values being put back in the correct pixel locations. Choosing a 2D image with a
prime number, p, of rows and columns, means summing and unpacking these digital
projections can be done arithmetically and exactly [8,9].
2.3. Digital projection
The formation of digital projections as given in [9] is reviewed. A square image
I (x, y), of edge length p pixels, where p is prime, generates p + 1 digital projec-
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tions, where each projection is labelled by an integer index m, 0  m  p. Each
projection is composed of sums, made over the image space at p uniform, 1D trans-
lates (chosen here to be in the horizontal direction), indexed by an integer t, where
0  t  p − 1. The DRT of the image I is the set of projections R(t,m).
For all m, the translate t = 0 is defined as the top left corner pixel of the image,
at I (0, 0). The translate t increases in unit pixel steps, across the rows, from left to
right. For the special case of m = 0, we choose to take the sums down the columns
(defining the downwards y-axis direction as zero degrees). For m = p, the sums are
taken across the rows, and so the direction of the increasing x-axis is the direction of
the /2 projection. The mth projection of image I (x, y) at translate t is formed from
the sum of p pixels
p−1∑
j=0
I (α, j),
where α = (t + mj) mod(p) is the x co-ordinate and j is the y co-ordinate in I (x, y).
The mod(p) function (modulus) wraps the translate back around the beginning of
the j th row, each time t + mj exceeds p. As p is prime, the wrap around is different
on each of the p rows of the image I and the pattern of pixel sampling is unique for
each m.
This summation process is illustrated using the simple image I (x, y) shown in
Fig. 1 for p = 3. The underlined pixels 2, 6 and 7 from Fig. 1 are summed into the
projectionR(t,m) at t = 1, m = 1 shown in Fig. 2. The italic pixel values, 1, 6 and
8 from Fig. 1 are summed to form the projection at t = 0 and m = 2 in Fig. 2.
The cyclic nature of the transform becomes evident if the data are extended pe-
riodically (by appending copies of the image data shown in Fig. 1 beside and to
the right of the original image) so that each translate continues indefinitely beyond
t = 2. Then the underlined pixels 2, 6 and 7 in the extended image can be seen to
be components of the one continuous digital ray for t = 1, m = 1. Similarly, the
italic pixels with values 1, 6 and 8 can be seen to form one continuous digital ray for
Fig. 1. A sample digital 3 ∗ 3 image, I (x, y).
Fig. 2. Digital projection, R(t,m), of the image in Fig. 1.
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t = 0, m = 2. The cyclic nature can also be established using the projection slice
theorem of the Radon transform. This links the Fourier transform of the object along
some slice angle as being equivalent to the Fourier transform of the object projection
at the same angle.
Because p is prime, for any given value of t and for 0 < m < p, the mod(p)
sampling process selects one, and only one, pixel from each column and from each
row of I (x, y). As the allowed values of t range across the full width of a row, over
all values of translate t at any given m, all pixels in I (x, y) will be chosen just once.
For the special cases m = 0 and m = p all selected pixels, at each t, come from the
same column or row, respectively. For any m,
p−1∑
t=0
R(t,m) =
p−1∑
x=0
p−1∑
y=0
I (x, y) = Isum,
where Isum is the total intensity of the image.
2.4. Digital reconstruction
Unpacking the digital projections to form the reconstructed image I ′(x, y) uses
almost the same method as for constructing the projections. The forward transform
sums data from the original image, I (x, y) to form each element of R(t,m). The
inverse transform adds data from R(t,m) to form the elements of I ′(x, y). The pat-
tern in which each (t, m) value is added back into I ′(x, y) is the same as the (t +
mj) mod(p) pattern used for the projection process at the same t and m. Row and
column additions to I (x, y) are performed using the m = p and m = 0 values.
Because a unique sum of p image pixels is added to each (t, m) over p + 1 pro-
jections, the final reconstructed image I ′ at position (x, y) contains p + 1 copies of
the original value of I at position (x, y), plus one copy of each of the other pixels
from the input. The exact, original values can be recovered by subtracting Isum and
dividing by p. A reconstructed version of Fig. 1, obtained using the data of Fig. 2, is
shown in Fig. 3. Here each pixel in the reconstructed image I ′(x, y) contains three
times the correct original pixel image value, plus one entry of each value 1–9.
2.5. Digital projection angles
Summing pixel values separated by horizontal intervals of (t + mj) mod(p) on
adjacent lines is not the same as taking the line integral along rays for the continuous
space Radon transform. However, for all m values at any given translate, the wrap-
around caused by the mod(p) sampling does produce a pattern of parallel rays at
a well-defined angle, as shown in Fig. 4, for the case p = 127, t = 0, (a) m = 25,
and (b) m = 29. These digital “rays” are defined, for each t and m, by linking each
of these pixels in I (x, y) that are selected by that choice of t and m, to their nearest
neighbour.
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Fig. 3. Reconstructed image, I ′(x, y), obtained from the data of Fig. 2.
(a) (b)
Fig. 4. Digital rays for p = 127, t = 0: (a) m = 25, xm = −2, ym = 5, (b) m = 29, xm = 7, ym = 9.
For a given p and each m, it is simpler to conduct a restricted search to find the
nearest neighbouring pixel direction, avoiding the awkward calculation of the min-
imum relative displacements under mod(p). We choose to link nearest pixel neigh-
bours, to make the sampling along the digital ray direction as dense as possible, and
so mimic most closely the continuous projections of the analog case.
Defining xm and ym as the relative row and column displacements between nearest
neighbours, the angle assigned to digital projection m is then θm = tan−1(xm/ym),
where xm and ym are relative primes. For /2 < θm < , the value of xm is taken to
be negative. For prime p, each m then turns out to define a unique pair of xm and ym
values, with a unique angle θm. The integer index m is later shown to be explicitly
linked to xm and ym by m = xm/ym (see Eq. (2)). The pattern of wrapped pixel loca-
tions for each m is distinct because p/m has no integer divisors and hence there can
be no common wrap factors over an array of prime size p. Fourfold symmetry arises
because if rays with xm : ym and −xm : ym are allowed, so too, by symmetry, are the
rays ym : xm and −ym : xm (the angles 0, /4, /2 and 3/4 are special cases). The
complementary value of m is given by m′ = p −m, x′m = −xm and y′m = ym and
θ ′m = − θm is the complementary angle to θm. Then ym : xm corresponds to angle
/2 − θm and −ym : xm to angle /2 + θm. The fourfold symmetry is weakened
slightly for p = 4n+ 1 primes, for example at p = 17. Here one m has pixels with
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two equivalent sets of equidistant nearest neighbours. The sets of allowed projection
ray angles are also nested; the set of angles θ∗m, corresponding to p∗, where p∗ > p,
contains, as a sub-set, the set θm.
The distribution of the digital angles, θm, over the interval 0– is not uniform, even
in the limit of large p (Fig. 5(a) shows θm for p = 509). Many of the angles are shal-
low (e.g. for θm = tan−1(1/xm), xm  1), and many angles form in clusters around
tan−1(1/2), tan−1(2/3) and so on (where there are many relative prime fractions
with nearly equal numeric ratios). The set of natural angles which forms a discrete
grid was discussed in [10] in the context of developing a digital Hough transform for
straight lines (the Hough transform is a subset of the Radon transform). The prime
reconstruction angles θm occur at exactly those angles needed to represent the set of
all possible discrete lines on a digital grid.
In contrast to the continuous case, the digital projections have discrete gaps be-
tween each of the pixels selected along the ray path, the distance dm between samples
is
√
(x2m + y2m). The distribution of dm for p = 509 is shown in Fig. 5(b). The max-
imum value of dm converges to C
√
p for a square lattice of size p. Strong upper
and lower bounds for C as a function of p have not been obtained, but for p 
49,193, C ≈ 1.07.
For m = 0 and m = p, a single digital ray exists at each translate. The cyclic or
wrapped digital rays that occur at all other m values for a given t (as shown in Fig.
4(a) and (b)) are not a problem, as each digital projection is the sum of these rays.
The existence of gaps along the ray direction between the samples poses a bigger
Fig. 5. Digital ray statistics for prime image size, p = 509: (a) histogram of digital angles, θm, over the
range 0 to ; (b) histogram of gap distances, dm, between pixel samples along the digital ray direction
(pixel units).
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Fig. 6. Digital projection of 2D discrete pixels onto 1D arrays: (a) xm > 0; (b) xm < 0; (c) showing that
there are ym parallel rays between each x translate increment, here for the case xm = −2, ym = 3.
obstacle, one that diminishes only in the limit, where the reconstructed image size p
is large compared to the gap size dm.
2.6. Combining digital rays into digital projections
Given the angle θm for each projection m, we next look at the way individual
pixels from I (x, y) project onto the discrete digital rays at this θm. We then find, for
all possible digital rays, the digital translate t that generates each particular digital
ray.
2.6.1. Mapping pixels to digital rays
We can map the projection to which any individual pixel (i, j) from I belongs
through simple geometry (see Fig. 6(c)). For projection m with xm and ym, there
are always ym pixels lying between parallel projections at θm passing from the co-
ordinates (i, j) up to the co-ordinate (i + abs (xm)+ 1, j − ym). Here the function
abs( ) returns the absolute value of its argument. These pixels will always generate
ym distinct parallel digital rays (at angle θm) between each horizontal increment in
the image space.
The digital rays for each m form a 1D array, with pixel I (i, j) projecting to the kth
element of this array. The index k increments by ym for each horizontal increment
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in image pixel position and by xm for each vertical increment in image position
(Fig. 6) so that
k = (p − 1 − j)xm + iym for xm > 0, (1a)
k = (p − 1 − j) abs (xm)+ (p − 1 − i)ym for xm < 0. (1b)
These results show a strong similarity to the calculation of the offset ρ = x cos θ +
y sin θ , for the continuous space (ρ, θ)Radon case, given that here tan(θm) = xm/ym.
However, the digital index k is simple to compute; in a loop, k requires only integer
indexing, rather than the float additions needed to find ρ at each θ in analog space.
2.6.2. The number of digital rays
The total number of digital rays in the 1D array for each m, nm, is one more than
the maximum value of k, nm = (abs (xm)+ ym)(p − 1)+ 1.
The maximum value of abs(xm)+ ym is proportional to √p (as is dm), so the
maximum 1D digital projection array size scales as order p√p. The size of nm is
important, as nm elements have to be generated and then sorted back into p translates
in order to apply the DRT reconstruction method to the real projection data. As an ex-
ample, for p = 127, nm has the maximum value of 2017 elements when m = 29 (see
Fig. 4(b)), where xm = 7, ym = 9. The smallest number of array elements required
for the DRT is always nm = p, which occurs at m = 0 and m = p.
2.6.3. Labelling the digital rays
The pixels sampled by any individual digital ray can be characterised by the trans-
late t from which this ray is generated. We next need, for each m, to be able to
generate a sequential (here left to right) list of all possible digital rays. Each digital
ray must be labelled by the DRT translate t to which it belongs.
Labels for the pixels in the corners of the image are easily fixed; the top left
pixel I (0, 0) is defined to be t = 0 for all m. Since t increases by p − 1 unit steps
to the right, the top right pixel I (p − 1, 0) has t = p − 1. The pixel at I (0, 1) be-
longs to t = p −m, since the translate t = 0 must occur at location m on row 1. The
pixel at I (0, 2) must then belong to t = (p − 2m) mod(p), and so on. Then the bot-
tom left pixel, I (0, p − 1), will then always be part of the digital ray with translate
t = (p − (p − 1)m) mod(p) = m. The bottom right corner pixel, I (p − 1, p − 1),
with an added translation of p − 1 horizontal unit steps, always has t = (m+ p −
1) mod(p) = m− 1.
For θm  /2, the “left edge” of the full set of digital rays begins with pixel
I (0, p − 1) with the translate label t = m, the “right edge” is I (p − 1, 0) with label
p − 1, as shown in Fig. 6(a). For θm > /2, the digital ray labels at the edges become
m− 1 and 0, respectively, as the leftmost pixel of these projections is (p − 1, p − 1),
and the rightmost pixel is (0, 0), as shown in Fig. 6(b).
Consider next the projection that passes at θm = tan−1(xm/ym) through the bot-
tom left pixel, I (0, p − 1), where t = m. The translate t for the parallel ray passing
ym pixels directly above this point, I (0, p − 1 − ym), can be evaluated as t = m+
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xm or, equivalently, as t = (p −m(p − 1 − ym)) mod(p) = m+ mym. These two
equivalent expressions for t mean that we can also write m as the ratio
m = xm/ym. (2)
However, m is defined as an integer 0  m  p, with xm and ym relatively prime.
As m is an integer value, modular arithmetic must be used to evaluate ratios such
as a/b, defined through: a′/b = int(a′/b), where a′ = a + lp, p is prime, l is the
smallest positive integer satisfying this definition and the function int( ) returns the
integer part of its argument.
For example, if p = 127 and the nearest neighbour pixels happen to lie along the
lines xm = 3, ym = 10, then m = (3 + 1(127))/10 = 13. Pixels that lie 13 steps to
the right and one row down (the rule for m = 13 digital projection) will generate
nearest neighbours, at relative locations 3 across and 10 pixels down, in a 127 by
127 image. The assignments m = 25 for −2 : 5 and 29 for 7 : 9, as shown in Fig.
4(a) and (b), are also consistent with the above modular calculation. Using Eq. (2),
we can calculate the integer translate labels for each digital ray crossing between
pixels on the horizontal axis at “fractional” pixel translations.
We use Eqs. (1a) and (1b) to find the translate labels t[k] for the digital rays
at position k, remembering that there are ym translates between every x increment.
For xm > 0, the translate label for the first element of the digital projection, t[0], is
always m. Then for xm > 0, t[k] = (xm + k)/ym = m+ k/ym, so that the increment
between adjacent translate labels
t[k + 1] − t[k] = 1/ym (3)
is constant (and is the same for projections with the same value of ym). When cross-
ing ym digital rays by left to right translation in the horizontal direction, the translate
label increments by one.
For the previous example (where p = 127, m = 13, xm = 3 and ym = 10), there
will be nm = 1639 digital rays. As t[0] = m = 13, the next digital ray has a translate
label, under modular arithmetic, of t[1] = (3 + 1 + 8(127))/10 = 102, or equiva-
lently, has an increment above t[0] of (1 + 7(127))/10 = 89. This also gives t[1] =
13 + 89 = 102. The next label is t[2] = 102 + 89 = 191 mod(127) = 64. The first
20 translate labels for the digital rays in this digital projection are:
13, 102, 64, 26, 115, 77, 39, 1, 90, 52, 14, 103, 65, 27, 116, 78, 40, 2, 91, 53,
with the expected unit increment in all labels 10 entries apart, as here ym = 10. After
p of these digital rays, the sequence of ray labels repeats; t[k + p] = t[k]. The last
entry, t[nm − 1], is always p − 1. In practice, a pre-computed cyclic array of length
p is used to characterise the appropriate label sequence for each m.
For xm < 0, t[k] = (xm − (ym + k))/ym = m− 1 − k/ym, as the leftmost ele-
ment is now m− 1, and the labels now decrement, under mod(p), by the constant
value 1/ym on moving left to right (see Fig. 6(b)), again with a unit increment after
each ym digital rays and with the entire sequence ending with t[nm − 1] = 0.
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2.7. Mapping analog projections to digital projections
We are now in a position to apply the DRT method to analog projections. Instead
of working at an arbitrary angle θ , we need to generate (or interpolate) projection
data at the set of p + 1 angles corresponding to the values of θm. Usually an analog
projection is composed of a fixed number of projection rays measured at each angle.
Each input projection m needs to be re-sampled into an array containing nm elements.
The contents of each 1D array then need to be summed over all common t[k] labels
to obtain an array of p translates, for each m, after which the inverse DRT can be
applied.
We are free to choose, arbitrarily, the final (prime) image size p. For a given p, at
each m, all of the variables (xm, ym, θm, nm and t[k], 0  k < nm) are fixed and can
be easily pre-computed. The only additional work required is to interpolate the input
data to an array of size nm elements and then to shuffle this array back into p digital
translates for each m. The following section outlines the computational advantages
that the DRT inversion algorithm has over the conventional back-projection methods.
3. Inversion algorithms
The usual back-projection method (smearing the pre-filtered profiles across the
2D array at each projection angle) is inherently slow to compute. It requires bilinear
interpolation to distribute the values between the intersection of a ray (of finite width)
and the local 2D neighbourhood of pixels with discrete size and shape. A simpler and
faster method is to work backwards from known co-ordinates (i, j) in the image data
and compute (using 1D interpolation, if required) the offset ρ from which data would
have come, to cross directly through the position of the selected output pixel. This is
then done for all (i, j) values in the image and the process is repeated for all angles.
3.1. Conventional reconstruction
2D back-projection algorithms implemented in image space have a complexity of
order p2θ , where the output image is of size p by p and there are θ projection angles
to consider (Fourier and linogram methods [3] are substantially faster). Small speed
improvements in real space back-projection can be gained by reconstructing only
those pixels that lie within the image circle captured by the projection data (p2 >
(/4)p2), provided that the overhead of checking pixel mask values is kept small.
Typically, the output image is a block of I ′(x, y) pixels, accessed, in raster fash-
ion, point by point. Values from each row of the projection data, P(ρ, θ), contribute
to the contents of each pixel in I. Each entry (x, y) in I ′ has added to it the contents
of the projection data P located at the appropriate value of the geometric projec-
tion offset, ρ. The nearest, rounded, value of the offset, ρ = x cos θ + y sin θ can be
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calculated by floating point additions of x cos θ and y sin θ (or using pre-computed
tables). For a more accurate result, the “true” value of the offset must be used to
linearly interpolate between the measured projection values nearest to the true offset.
This process is repeated for all positions x and y, and for all angles θ .
The speed at which a reconstructed image can be computed depends largely on
how efficiently the innermost computation executes. Executing these computations
in parallel and caching the array data to reduce the overhead of accessing data from
memory will help increase the reconstruction speed.
3.2. Digital reconstruction
The attraction of the DRT inversion algorithm is that all translates t, at any digital
angle m, are of uniform size and sequential. The offset is then a linear, discrete term
rather than an angle dependent geometric function. The innermost computation for
the DRT reconstruction has unit steps for the offset values, requiring addition of
a block copy of the translation data to the image data. Block copying of data is a
very commonly used and hence efficient computer instruction on most conventional
CPUs. This enables faster reconstructions to be performed on data sets of comparable
size.
The “copy and add” instruction is slightly more complex to implement in the
DRT than stated above. Because the source of the data to be copied into the image
I ′ shifts m mod(p) on going from one row to the next, the sequential copy must be
done in two sections. At some row index y, translation data from R(t,m) through
R(p − 1, m) are added to I ′ (starting from x = 0) across the row, followed by the
addition of translates R(0, m) through R(t − 1, m) to complete the row. The value
of t starts at 0 for y = 0 and increments by m mod(p) for each y increment.
3.3. Hybrid reconstruction
Since the DRT method is efficient to calculate, we also adapted this method to an
implementation of the conventional back-projection algorithm.
If each row of the (pre-filtered) analog projection data could be assigned a digital
angle of the form xm/ym, then the data could be interpolated to nm bins correspond-
ing to digital rays and back-projected directly to I ′(x, y) in a reversal of the manner
in which the digital rays were formed in Fig. 6, using Eqs. (1a) and (1b). The differ-
ences here are that the shuffle step to rebin the nm array to p elements is not required
and each pixel in the image is not written to just once per angle. Using this method,
the projection data must now be pre-filtered, as projection values are written across
the image along the projection direction, with the final result being an integration
over all directions. The image size is not restricted to be prime here.
We find suitable values for xm and ym in this scheme by allocating an error pa-
rameter, the “finesse”, which determines how closely an analog angle θ is to be
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approximated by a ratio of integers. Values of xm and ym can be determined by a
simple search. In practice, approximation to within a small fraction of a degree is
possible with xm and ym < 30 for 512 ∗ 512 images. The 1D array values are fed
into a digital back-projection algorithm that is nearly as efficient as that of the DRT.
The geometrical offset is not a unit increment, as for the DRT, but it does have a
constant value, being xm as x changes and ym as y changes. This is simpler than the
float calculation needed to find the offset ρ for conventional back-projection.
Better precision in approximating arbitrary angles requires larger relative prime
integer ratios, larger nm values and hence longer arrays and slower back projection.
Generating the input projection data at angles formed exactly by small integer ra-
tios would minimise the back-projected array size and maximise the reconstruction
speed. Comparative reconstruction times, on a serial single processor computer, are
given in Table 1 to show the performance of the hybrid algorithm in relation to
conventional back-projection and the DRT method.
4. Processing projections for the DRT
The following sequence of steps is required to transform analog projection data
P(ρ, θ), composed of ρ0 uniformly spaced parallel translates, measured at a set of
angles θ , into the DRT form R(t,m). For each m:
• find the angles θ nearest to θm,
• zero or first order interpolate the P data at those values of θ near θm to correspond
to projection data at θm,
• interpolate the ρ0 translates at θm to nm digital rays,
Table 1
Relative reconstruction times on a single processor, serial computer for: standard back-projection, inter-
polated back-projection, the hybrid DRT/back-projection method, and the full DRT method
Projection data Back-projection Time, Time, relative to Time, relative
(ρ ∗ θ) used to (bp) time for θ relative to bp, for hybrid bp, to bp, for digital
reconstruct output angles bp, for finesse =1/10/100, Radon method,
(float) image interpolated over θ angles over p + 1
of size (x ∗ y) bp, over θ angles, for a
angles p ∗ p image
101 ∗ 99/101 ∗ 101 1.0 (0.27 seconds) 1.37 0.48/0.63/1.07 0.63 (101 ∗ 101)
171 ∗ 240/171 ∗ 171 1.0 (1.80 seconds) 1.47 0.52/0.92/1.67 0.42 (173 ∗ 173)
511 ∗ 180/511 ∗ 511 1.0 (11.94 seconds) 1.50 0.84/1.24/1.42 1.56 (509 ∗ 509)
The input projection data correspond to the reconstructed images shown in Figs. 7(b), 8(a) and 9(a).
For the hybrid method, a larger finesse parameter means that larger integer ratios are needed for
better approximation of the input data projection angles. This means that larger arrays have to be
back-projected. The time required to filter the input projections (0.04, 0.27 and 1.86 s, respectively) for
all of the back-projection results is not included in the above back-projection reconstruction times. The
DRT method requires no pre-filtering.
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• sort the nm rays by their common translate labels t into p DRT translate bins
and then apply the DRT inversion to reconstruct I ′(x, y) from R(t,m).
Some comment on each of these steps is required.
4.1. On reconstruction angles
Interpolation of the analog data to correspond to particular values of θm may de-
grade the reconstruction because of the effect of averaging over potentially discon-
tinuous changes in projection data obtained between rotated views of the object. If
p is comparable to or larger than the number of angles in the analog projection set,
then it is practicable and preferable to use the projection data at the angle nearest to
θm as the data for θm. For large p, the same analog projection data may be reused to
reconstruct I ′ for several m values, where θm ≈ θ .
Each m value, however, is not redundant and must be used in the reconstruc-
tion. Only projections with zero variance add a constant value to all pixels in the
reconstructed image. The gaps between digital samples means that all m values are
required to properly reconstruct the range of intensities around each point; skipping
some m values that contain significant levels of contrast leads to reconstruction arte-
facts of low intensity blobs (at spacing dm) that are characteristic of this method. The
positive aspect of this is that reconstruction errors tend to be distributed across the
image space rather than localised around any one region. The requirement that p + 1
angles should always be processed is a major weakness of using the DRT method.
In some cases, the number of digital angles processed may need to be reduced.
We have tried to skip processing those m values where:
• xm and ym are large. In these cases the gap distance dm along the rays is large
(so that the error around each point is small, but there is a long range “spotti-
ness” caused by incomplete reconstruction at these angles) and nm is large (as
these angles have many digital rays and so require extensive interpolation and
shuffling),
• the digital projections contain little contrast variance (an image dependant pro-
cess).
Each of these approximations may cause a significant loss of reconstructed image
quality.
The maximum values of ym (or xm) and wm = abs(xm)+ ym converge in the
limit of large p values. Images have been reconstructed with p ranging up to 49,193.
For square prime lattices, we find max(ym) ≈ max(dm) ∼= 1.07√p and max(wm) ∼=
1.41√p.
We have not yet reconstructed images from analog projection data acquired spe-
cifically at the exact digital orientations θm. Synthetic, angle invariant data, corre-
sponding to a disc centred in the imaging circle, was used to investigate the contri-
bution of interpolation across projection angles on the quality of reconstruction. For
this restricted case, the improvement gained was slight, suggesting that this effect
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contributes little in comparison to the more severe approximation that each digital
ray can be obtained uniquely by interpolating the analog projections.
4.2. Interpolating ρ to t
The interpolation needs to be done very carefully, as the stretch factor nm/ρ0
can be very large for many m values. The centre of the projection and the edges of
the image circle correspond to array entries at particular translate labels which must
be matched precisely and filled correctly. A linear interpolation routine was used
which operates only on non-zero data across the image circle diameter and which,
for greater speed, add constant (float) increments when implementing large stretch
factors. The maximum size of the interpolated array can become very large. For
p = 49,193, the maximum size required for the 1D array (as floats) is about 64 MB.
The shuffle routine can be made fairly efficient by using the set of p pre-calculated
translates as a cyclic index of pointers to re-pack the (often large) number of nm
items into the correct sequence of p translates.
Table 2 gives examples of the relative computational load for the interpolation,
shuffling and DRT inversion phases of the reconstruction for several values of p,
again for in-memory execution on a serial CPU.
A major assumption behind the interpolation process is that the analog projection
can, when simply stretched, be uniquely identified with the sum of digital samples
along digital rays seen at this translate. Of course, this ignores the content of data
lying between the sampled pixel values. The overlapping of finite sized pixels along
the digital ray directions can be estimated and a “blur” profile, which describes how
adjacent rays are mixed, can be derived. The distribution of overlapping pixels to the
left and right of any translate is determined by ym and so is a function of m.
The blur function could be compensated for by convolving with the inverse func-
tion for each m, but this would still not provide an exact solution, as the displacement
Table 2
DRT reconstruction times and relative computational loads for interpolation, shuffling translates and dis-
crete Radon inversion using a single processor serial computer for the reconstructed images shown in
8(b)–(d)
DRT prime Range of xm : ym Fractional Fractional Fractional Total image
p / sub-sample values for DRT/ time to time for time for reconstruction
factor for max nm (number interpolate shuffling sub-sampled time (seconds)
output image of digital ray from 171 from nm digital
reconstruction elements) to nm to p Radon
translates translates inversion
173 / 1 1:13 to 8:11 / 3,269 0.07 0.08 0.85 0.80
1361 / 8 1:37 to 27:28 / 7,4801 0.30 0.30 0.40 16.0
5477 / 32 1:73 to 51:59 / 602,361 0.41 0.42 0.17 360
Input projection data comprised 171 samples at 240 angles. The output image sizes are comparable,
ranging from 171 ∗ 171 to 173 ∗ 173.
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of a pixel along the ray (the “phase”) determines the translate to which each pixel
properly belongs. Our attempts in applying special corrective functions to account for
the above and for the discrete variation in the number of pixel samples along parallel
rays were abandoned, as most rays require complicated individual correction factors.
The simplest approach found to solve these digital difficulties was to make the
number of digitally sampled pixels along the ray direction at each translate a signif-
icant fraction of the total number of image pixels along the ray. This means making
p large with respect to dm. Fortunately, dm only grows as
√
p, so that the quality of
image reconstruction improves rapidly with p. In practice, satisfactory reconstruction
results were obtained on real image data for p = 10ρ0.
5. Sub-sampled reconstructions for the DRT
Making p large to reduce the reconstruction errors erodes much of the advantage
of the DRT as a fast reconstruction method. In this section, we discuss the relative
computational load of interpolation, shuffling the data and evaluation of the DRT
inverse. The previous section addressed ways in which a subset of the m projec-
tions could be selected to improve reconstruction efficiency. This approach however,
always results in poorer quality reconstructions.
The computation for pre-processing projections into the digital form grows, at
worst, as order p√p, whilst the computational load for the inverse DRT scales as
order p3. So as p is increased to improve the quality of reconstruction, the execution
time quickly balloons out (see Table 2).
To enable faster reconstruction of images of practical size and quality, a sub-sam-
pled version of the DRT reconstruction was used. Here the 1D array nm is constructed
and re-binned as for a large p, but the DRT inversion is done for an I ′(x, y) with a
reduction of 2n in the number of rows and columns in the final image. This means the
reconstruction algorithm now has to skip over N = 2n translates, instead of doing a
sequential copy. The innermost computation now has to copy every N th neighbour
from each m in R into I ′, which is slower than the original method, but is done 2N
times less often. This improves the reconstruction speed dramatically, but still not
to the point where it competes favourably with conventional back-projection, even
after allowing time for pre-filtering the projection data (see Table 2). The remaining
problems are that p + 1 angles still need to be processed and as p needs to be large,
the overhead of interpolating and shuffling the long 1D arrays becomes significant.
Another approach to reduce the time taken was to produce an array R(t,m) with
only p/2n real translates and then interpolate these values to p items to enable the
sub-sampled reconstruction to be done. All p translates are needed to evaluate the
DRT, even when the output is sub-sampled, as the mod(p) indexing means any regu-
lar subset of the p translates contains insufficient information. The gains made using
this approach are small compared to the cost of p being large. The blurring effect of
the additional translate interpolation process also reduces the final image quality.
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6. Final results and conclusions
An unusual method to reconstruct images from projections has been described.
The method relies on the exact reconstruction of digital images from digital projec-
tions (using the DRT) after mapping analog projections, as accurately as possible,
into their digital projection form.
Fig. 7. (a) Projection sinogram for a synthetic image, comprising 101 samples at 99 equally spaced an-
gles; (b) 101 × 101 standard back-projection image reconstructed after Ram-Lak filtering the projections
of (a); (c) 101 × 101 digital reconstruction (DRT method) using as input the projection data from (a); (d)
256 ∗ 256 DRT result, reconstructed as a 1 : 16 sub-sampled version of a p = 4091 intermediate digital
Radon image.
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Fig. 8. Reconstructed images from a sinogram of real log data taken as 171 rays at 240 angles; (a) standard
back-projection, 171 ∗ 171 image; (b) DRT method p = 173, 173 ∗ 173 final image; (c) DRT method,
p = 1361, subsampled to 1 : 8 pixels in x and y, final image size 171 ∗ 171; (d) DRT method, p = 5477,
subsampled to 1 : 32 pixels in x and y, final image size 171 ∗ 171.
Fig. 9. Reconstructed images from a sinogram of real log data taken as 511 rays at 180 angles: (a) standard
back-projection, 511 ∗ 511 image; (b) DRT method, p = 4091, subsampled to 1 : 8 pixels in x and y, final
image size 512 ∗ 512.
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Figs. 7(a)–(d) show simulated projection data and the corresponding back-pro-
jection and DRT results. Figs. 8(a)–(d), 9(a) and (b) compare reconstructed images
based on real projection data [2], for the standard back-projection and DRT sub-
sampled methods, over a range of sampled sinogram and final image reconstruction
resolutions. For a given image size, the DRT algorithm is faster than back-projec-
tion. The image quality of the DRT method, however, for images near the sampled
size of the projection data, is poorer than standard methods due to the approximate
unfolding of the content of discretely sampled digital rays. Image quality that is,
even subjectively, close to that of conventional approaches can, at present, only be
obtained by reconstructing a large format image, at the expense of losing the compu-
tational speed advantage of the digital method. The origin and distribution of errors
and artefacts appears to be quite different from that of the standard reconstruction
techniques (for example, compare the “air” background just outside the log volume
in Fig. 9(a) and (b)).
The DRT method has some inherently interesting properties as a tool for the de-
composition of arbitrary digital data. It enables interpolation of reconstructed images
to arbitrary size (as long as it is prime) using only 1D interpolation and provides
acceptable results on large format images. The greater speed of the DRT approach
may prove useful as a rapid means of approximating compact images from a small
number of projections, for example, in generating the first pass for iterative recon-
struction approaches. Acquiring real analog projections at those angles equal to the
digital angle set would remove the need to snap to the nearest projection, and should
improve the digital reconstruction result by better accommodating the discrete nature
of the final image representation. This advantage will be especially true for the hybrid
method.
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